


TEAM OVERVIEW

HYPED is a student society at the
University of Edinburgh dedicated
to accelerating the development of
Hyperloop and implementing the
technology in the UK. HYPED is advancing
both technical and commercial aspects
of the Hyperloop, having seen success in
three international competitions.

Our team was founded in 2015 and has
grown to over 130+ members as of 2018.
The team is diverse, coming from all
nationalities and disciplines from within
the university.



HYPED TIMELINE

2015 
HYPED established

SpaceX Subsystem 
Technical Excellence 
Award
JANUARY 2016

Hyperloop One Global 
Challenge winners

SEPTEMBER 2017

One of 21 Finalists of 
SpaceX Hyperloop Pod 
Competition IV

6th place at SpaceX 
Hyperloop Pod 
Competition III

One of 24 Finalists at 
SpaceX Hyperloop Pod 
Competition II

JULY 2019

JULY 2018
Hyperloop Test Track in 
Edinburgh completed

MAY2020AUGUST 2017



Hyperloop is Elon Musk’s concept for the future 
of mass transportation. The concept would see 
electrically propelled pods travel autonomously 
through a near-vacuum tube. The pods will be able to 
reach speeds comparable to aircraft, and could see 
a journey such as Edinburgh to London shortened to 
50 minutes.

Hyperloop has seen major interest and investment, 
with companies such as Virgin Hyperloop One, HTT, 
and Arrivo being founded to build the technology, as 
well as a number of governments around the world 
showing interest, including those in the UAE, Finland, 
the Netherlands, India, Russia and USA. 

WHAT IS HYPERLOOP
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TEAM STRUCTURE



In 2017 HYPED became winners of the Hyperloop
One Global Challenge, having proposed a route
connecting Edinburgh to London, with a total
journey time of 50 minutes. Out of 2600 entries,
HYPED is one of ten winners across the globe, and the only 
student team to do so. 

Since then the team has continued exploring the feasibility 
of Hyperloop focusing on it’s financial and regulatory 
requirements as well as performing demand modelling and 
underground tube analysis in association with Costain and 
Thames Tideway.

This year we are seeking to further develop our
collaboration with companies and stakeholders and 
expand our research with a broader variety
of topics involving more technical research.
Deliverables of the year will be presented
in academic publications, presentations to
companies or will continue to be developed over
the summer as part of a number of internships.

RESEARCH TEAM



Projects

Philosophy of time

Cargo capabilities and potential

Environmental impact & Sustainability 

Failure modes

Singular Hyperloop test rail

Passenger experience

Regulatory

Financing of major projects

Structural design of the tube & planning of 
infrastructure

Project Characteristics

Data-driven

Oriented at an existing market

Academically rigorous but industry-oriented

RESEARCH PROJECTS



Having formed in 2015, HYPED has seen a lot of 
success in SpaceX’s Hyperloop Pod Competition.
Our team has designed and constructed three 
generations of Pods, developing the technology and 
enhancing the design, building and testing skills of 
our team.

HYPED have made it to the California based finals 
each year since 2016, competing against over 600 
international teams to earn one of the 20 places 
in the final, and we are the only UK team to have 
ever qualified. Our finals performance has been 
exceptional, consistently finishing in the top few 
teams of this global competition.

Design and modelling of POD2020 is well underway 
we are building on the success of our revolutionary 
Arc Synchronous Motors, constructed in-house, 
that propelled “The Flying Podsman”. This year we 
are attempting the Hyperloop Holy Trinity: Magnetic 
Levitation, Propulsion and Braking, a step required to 
take Hyperloop the next leap towards feasibility.

TECHNICAL TEAM



DESIGN OVERVIEW - The Flying Podsman (2019)







HYPED is engaging young people with STEM on 
a national and international scene. This year 
our Outreach Program extends to Macau and 
Africa to help the world begin to tap into the 
vast underdeveloped STEM potential that these 
regions offer. Our technical achievement sact 
as a catalyst for HYPED’s exciting program of 
workshops, competitions and demos to help 
inspire the next generation.

Outreach Philosophy 
Emphasize social impact of STEM
Increase diversity and inclusion
Hands-On activities
Encourage teamwork

Outreach activities
In class workshop 11-13yrs
National Competition
Science fairs and school presentations

STEM OUTREACH



SpaceX: Subsystem Technical Excellence Award at Hyperloop Design Weekend 
(2016), Finals of the SpaceX Hyperloop Pod Competition II, III and IV (2017, 2018, 

2019) as the only UK team
 

Hyperloop One: Winners of The Global Challenge (top 10 among 2600) as the only 
student team

Outreach: Organised over 50 workshops at schools, built a competition for school 
children “Design an ultimate Hyperloop journey”, organised Masterclasses for 1000+ 

students in Africa and Asia

Media: BBC, The Times, The Telegraph, Scotsman, CNBC and many more

General recognition: ELEKTRA 2017 for Best University Research, UoE 
Sustainability Awards, Innovate 2017 Conference, ICE200, IoD (2017), Turing Festival 

(2019), National Railway Museum Exhibition (2018/19)

SUMMARY OF ACHIEVEMENTS



As an undergraduate student team, we are reliant on the financial and in-kind support of our patrons and sponsors. In return we have a unique 
set of benefits that our sponsors can capitalise on.

WHAT WE CAN OFFER

Access to over 150 of the most accomplished and motivated 
students at the University of Edinburgh - over 20 of our 
members have been directly employed by sponsors after 
graduation.

International Publicity. Your logo will feature on our Pod and 
merchandise, our social media campaigns and all of our press 
coverage. HYPED regularly features in The Telegraph, The Times, 
The Scotsman, BBC News and more.

Enhanced CSR through our community engagement promoting 
STEM to young people.

Exposure to other students and engineers through
global competitions.

Opportunity to ‘keep an eye’ on an emerging industry.

WHAT WE NEED

Our target budget this year is £250,000 to cover all 
technical, commercial, outreach program and admin 
expenses. Aside from financial support we are also seeking:

In-kind donations such as materials and parts for pod
manufacturing as well as specialist software.

Consultancy hours for design and business needs (inc.
engineering, transport planning, costings, investments and 
more).
Access to technical facilities to assist manufacturing and 
testing.

Networking and collaboration opportunities.

SPONSORSHIP



OUTREACH SPECIFIC SUPPORT

We welcome all support which ties in with our STEM outreach program. In 
particular, we are seeking people with a STEM and education background, 
such as STEM ambassadors within your organisation, as well as financial 
support to develop our national and local efforts.

IN-KIND

In-kind sponsorship, such as technical components and design/ 
consultancy hours or specialist sofware liceneses will be assigned an 
agreed monetory value to be placed in a tier.

SPONSORSHIP - TIERS

BRONZE
£2,500

Small logo on our pod, team 
apparel and online spaces, a 
special thank you certificate, 
constant updates from the team 
on progress, access to team’s 
promotional material.

SILVER
£7,500

Same as bronze, but medium 
size logo, opportunity to invite 
the team to present at corporate 
events, ‘creative’ presence on 
social media and in press such as 
case studies or blog entries.

GOLD
£15,000

Same as silver but large logo, on 
top of that opportunity to engage 
with the University of Edinburgh 
through the team, organise joint 
recruitment and promotional 
events, use team’s prototype for 
corporate display and exhibitions 
(subject to availability and team’s 
timeline), opportunity to present 
and display at events organised by 
the team.

PLATINUM
£20,000+

In, addition to what gold 
sponsors get. We work with 
platinum level sponsors 
individually - offering tailored 
deals.



team@hyp-ed.com/hypedinburgh www.hyp-ed.com


